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Bitcoin and Ether’s Record Highs
The popularity of bitcoins is on an unstoppable surge. People from around the world are
aggressively investing in cryptocurrency to benefit from the hefty profits. Ever since the
pandemic, the world went to a standstill but what continues to rose were – bitcoins.

However, on 14th April 2021, Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies broke all records of
elevating prices. It broke above $64,000 before Coinbase - the US’s largest crypto
exchange’s anticipated stock market debut. Bitcoin rallied to an all-time high of $64,841 in
the morning, and the price of the second-largest token, Ether, also rose and touched $2,400.

However, Coinbase’s initial pop faded, and Bitcoin trimmed down on its gains as the day
passed, trading at nearly $62,000. Ether also plunged back to $2,330. 

Coinbase’s stock market listing
The crypto exchange is the largest cryptocurrency company as of now that has gone public,
and it started trading at $381 per share, resulting in a market cap of $100 billion on the same
day. As the trading day passed, the share price fell to $328 per share, and Nasdaq gave
Coinbase a reference price of roughly $250 per share.

The world’s second-largest digital asset exchange is the number one app to bring crypto into
mainstream trading. The company had also posted an estimated $1.8 billion revenue in the
first quarter of this year, as and when bitcoin, Ether, and other tokens’ prices skyrocketed.

Ever since Coinbase’s listing in the stock market, it has led to excitement in the crypto
market by exchange providers and crypto traders/investors. Analysts feel that this debut
has marked a great deal for cryptocurrency in the last few years. However, the token is still
surrounded by high volatility and regulatory issues.

Bitcoin’s comeback
Bitcoin lost some share of its value last year, in 2020 during the novel coronavirus outbreak.
In fact, it suffered its biggest price drop (the biggest 2-day fall) in 9 months in January 2021
but came out of it stronger. It more than doubled in price thereafter and is witnessing
massive investors take part in cryptocurrency trading. Tesla invested $1.5 billion in the
token. The Wall Street giants, including Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, are also
discussing offering their wealthy and prominent clients some crypto exposure.

Even with the global pandemic, market uncertainty, massive country-wide lockdowns, and
huge travel restrictions – bitcoin has been the only financial asset to rise. The new-age
digital currency does not seem to run out in any circumstances and has welcomed millions
of investors to invest in the token. Analysts also state that bitcoins can possibly touch the
$100,000 mark in 2021.

Bitcoin conducted its third halving event in 2020, cutting down bitcoin mining rewards by
50%. The mining prize came down to 6.25 BTC from 12.5 BTC. This resulted in a drop in coin
circulation, which then resulted in a massive rise in its demand.

Can bitcoin really touch the $100,000 mark?

Bitcoin And Ether Breaking Record Highs On The
Same Day As Coinbase’s Stock Market Listing
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Market size and participants 

Cryptocurrency is one of the latest additions in the financial markets whereas the forex
market exists since the 1970s. The forex market has a global trading volume of $6.6 trillion,
much above that of the cryptocurrency market standing at $360 million. 
In our article, we will discuss the top 7 differences between the cryptocurrency VS forex
markets. 

What is the cryptocurrency market?

The cryptocurrency market is a platform where individuals or groups of individuals can buy,
trade, sell and engage cryptocurrencies for traditional currencies or other digital currencies.
The most popular way to do so is through cryptocurrency Contract for Differences (CFD)
which allows you to buy digital currencies without actually having to own them. 

What is the forex market?

The forex market is a globally decentralized platform that enables trading currencies from
across the globe. The supply and demand in the market determine the exchange rates which
keep on fluctuating every minute. 

Cryptocurrency VS forex market – 7 significant differences

1.
As of 2021, the global cryptocurrency market stands at a valuation of $1542 million. Whereas,
the global market size of the forex market as of 2021 is $702 billion, with an expectation to
cross the $1000 mark by 2027.  
Market participation in both markets also differs as the government has a significant role to
play in the forex market but not so much in the cryptocurrency market. the three main
participants in the cryptocurrency market are miners, traders, and cryptocurrency
exchanges. Nearly 3.9% people of the world’s population are cryptocurrency owners as of
now. The major participants of the forex market are central banks, commercial banks, and
big firms along with approximately 10 million individual traders. 

2. Asset accessibility and quantity 
Cryptocurrency CFDs provide access to the thousands of cryptocurrencies that exist in the
market. Since you do not actually own any cryptocurrency, withdrawal issues with respect to
withdrawing cryptocurrencies to crypto wallets are avoided as everything happens through
a CFD.  
The forex market offers 180 currencies that can be traded on a foreign exchange at any
time, on any day, and in any part of the world. Apart from trading currencies directly, a
foreign exchange platform also offers futures contracts, options, swaps, forward contracts,
and spot contracts as easy access to suit all kinds of traders. 

3. Liquidity 
The cryptocurrency is not very liquid due to the existing regulations and the newness of the
product. There are still some uncertainties involved as some instruments in the
cryptocurrency market offer high liquidity whereas some are near to non-liquid. 

Cryptocurrency VS Forex Market: What’s the
difference?
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Cryptocurrency’s market size is said to reach $1088 million by 2026, making it one of the
largest financial markets in the world. It offers heavy profits, secure transactions, and high
user autonomy. Since cryptocurrency does not involve any third-party intervention, it saves
you on the cost of banking fees as well. Trading cryptocurrency CFDs is an even better way
to enter the cryptocurrency market as it allows you to trade positions on margin, where you
only have to pay a percentage of the total cryptocurrency trade value and earn profits on the
actual trade value. Hence, you gain immense exposure to the cryptocurrency market without
investing a huge chunk of money. 

What is cryptocurrency CFDs trading?
A Contract for Difference for cryptocurrencies is an instrument that allows traders to
speculate on cryptocurrency prices without taking direct ownership of the digital currencies.
By trading cryptocurrencies in the form of CFDs, you get the opportunity to enter the
cryptocurrency market and invest in the coins without actually paying the entire trade’s
value. It does not even require you to have an account with a cryptocurrency exchange or
wallet. Hence, trading cryptocurrency CFDs opens up greater trading opportunities for you
and heavier profits that can be made from buying and selling digital currencies in the form of
CFDs. 

Benefits of cryptocurrency trading via CFDs
 
1. Advanced technical instruments 
Trading digital currency with CFDs introduces you to a variety of risk management
instruments and technology, including taking profit and stop loss tools. Such advanced
technical instruments protect you against heavy losses and also help you make wise and
informed investment decisions that improve your trading performance.
 
2. Leveraged trading 
Trading cryptocurrencies via CFDs give you access to high leverage in the cryptocurrency
market. Since you can trade with more capital than you actually own, you are able to earn
decent profits even with minor price movements. Trading with leverage means that if you
want to open a $2500 position, and the leverage ratio is 5:1, which means you only need
one-fifth of the trade position, you can open the $2500 position with only $500. Different
brokers offer different leverage. The higher the leverage, the higher chances of earning
hefty profits because more leverage allows you to invest less and gain more. 

3. Better regulation  
Since all CFD brokers are regulated by a reputable financial authority, all customers trading
cryptocurrencies via CFDs are protected against malpractices, fraud, and theft. It is easy for
traders to get their money back in case of any adverse circumstances without having to
answer anything anybody. CFD platforms are highly secure and licensed, eliminating the
possibility of your funds getting hacked. If anything happens on the platform, the traders are
subject to receiving compensation for any possible monetary damage.

How to trade cryptocurrency CFDs?

Cryptocurrency trading: How to get started with
Cryptocurrency CFDs
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Moving averages for commodity

The support price is a point where the falling prices stop falling and start rising
The resistance price is a point where the rising prices stop rising and start falling

Commodities are one of the best ways to diversify one’s portfolio and protect losses against
inflation. It helps traders make profits in volatile market events and enables them to earn
$232,052 on average every year. Commodity trading is also an excellent way to hedge risk in
the stock market as commodity prices generally move against the stock prices. Hence, if you
believe a particular stock you own is falling, you can purchase more of the commodity-
related to the stock to generate greater profits in the future. 

The best commodities to day trade are gold, oil, natural gas, and copper. Since these are
highly liquid and volatile commodities, they guarantee substantial profits during the day.

What is commodity trading?
Commodity trading is the selling and buying of commodities traded worldwide like oil, metals,
gold, silver, wheat, and more. Commodities can be traded in their physical form but are
popularly traded as stocks, futures, options, ETFs, and more. When you trade a commodity,
you make profits with the price fluctuations in the commodity market due to a number of
factors like demand and supply, seasonal changes, and the global economic state. 

Top 8 commodity trading strategies 

1.
The moving average trading strategy is one of the most successful strategies for commodity
trading. It is a technical analysis that smooths out all irrelevant prices by taking an average
price. The average is calculated by taking the commodity’s prices over a specific period of
time, adding them up, and then dividing them by the time frame. The average price helps you
find out the market trend and place trades accordingly. It also gives you the ideal entry and
exit points by telling you how near the open and close price of a commodity is to its average
price. The nearer the commodity’s price to its average, the more favorable the market is for
you to place successful trades.
 
2. Range trading
The range trading strategy gives you a range at which you can buy and sell a commodity
over a specific time period. It gives you a support price at which you can buy more of the
commodity to maximize profits and sends a sell signal whenever the commodity price is at
the resistance level, trading at the top band of the range. 

Commodity prices increase whenever their demand in the global economy increases and
decrease when their demand decreases. The prices, however, fall when the supply is more;
that is, more traders are selling the commodity and increase when the supply is less. This
leads to price fluctuations in the market. 
 
3. Fundamental trading
A fundamental trading strategy in the commodities market is to focus on market or
commodity-specific events to determine commodity prices. For example, if the demand for
oil increases in country A, the prices would also be expected to increase, and traders would
buy more oil in order to profit in the future. Hence, the fundamental trading strategy is based
on news, research, and quantitative and qualitative factors of the particular commodity,
enabling traders to benefit from the market fundamentals and factors altogether. 

Top Commodity Trading Strategies
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Digital wallets are financial software that allows the user to make any financial
transaction without carrying any cards or cash.
They can be used in collaboration with the mobile apps of the customer's bank or with
other mobile payment options.
This facility allows users to carry out any financial transactions by just using their
smartphones. 
They can slowly gain popularity as the main interface for using cryptocurrencies.
With global businesses and enterprises going online, digital payment methods are a
convenient solution. Adopting the welcome change can be an added leverage for
economies across nations.

Overview:

Digital wallets and having a better understanding of the futuristic finances:

A digital wallet can be best understood as software that securely stores the payment
information of the user. Besides storing payment information, it can also store the various
passwords and usernames that are used by the individual in different payment methods and
websites.

Digital wallets are extremely useful in the way that by using their purchases can be
completed conveniently using near-field technology. The user also has the freedom to
create stronger passwords for their account without having to worry about remembering
them in the future. Digital wallets are increasingly being used by mobile payment options
and because of this customers can complete purchases using their smartphones and do not
need to carry their credit or debit cards, let alone carry cash. Moreover, digital wallets can
also be sued to store coupons and loyalty cards and can be used anytime, anyplace.
Utility and relevance of digital wallet in the present times:

Embracing digital wallets; a glimpse into the
future
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We are living in a digital era. Besides facilitating
online transactions by cutting down the need or
carrying cash or cards, digital wallets can also help
in the secure storing of payment information of
the user. Digital wallets are also extremely helpful
for companies that collect customer data for
assessment and devising their business
strategies.

Since the companies are now better aware of the
purchasing habits of the customer, they can
formulate better marketing strategies for specific
target groups. Although such access can
compromise the privacy of the customers to a
large extent, which is a downside of digital wallets.
In the case of developing nations, digital wallets
can allow them to take a more active part in global
finances.



Nowadays social media marketing is really very important to increase the market value of
your brand. Well, social media marketing is the use of social media platforms to connect with
your relevant audience to build your brand, promote your business to increase your sale, and
increase traffic to the website. Social Media Marketing includes publishing great and relevant
content, listening to users and following engagements, analyzing results, and running a
different type of social media advertisement that is good for your business. Basically, Social
Media is all about publishing content and sharing some ideas about their business that is
helpful to the website or it increases traffic as well as the chance of a great sale.
The major social media platforms are Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, and
Pinterest. There are also social media tools that help to grow your business online.

Who employs Social Media Marketing? -  
As we know billions of people use Facebook & other social media platforms. Some people
promote their brand and some are the customers of a particular brand. Facebook &
Instagram allow them to create different types of pages and increase their fan base. Let’s
understand who can take leverage of Social Media Platforms:

·  Brands:- Nearly any kind of brands like food, electronics, or cafes can be promoted
through Facebook, turning passive customers into active fans who follow your page for
news and promotions and who share with their own friends.
·  Local businesses:- Whether a business is family-owned, or a franchise of a larger
company, a Facebook page can be used to turn a local customer base into a fan base that
more commonly visits your store. It is really good for local businesses to start from the
bottom to reach high.
·  Personalities:- Musicians, celebrities, chefs—anybody who makes their money as many
people follow them on social media channels.
·  Non-profit organizations: - Charities, political groups, and public service campaigns are
also available on social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook.
 
The Five Pillars of Social Media Marketing:-
1.   Strategy
2.   Planning & Publishing
3.   Engagements
4.   Report and Analytics
5.   Advertisement
 
1.   Strategy:- Before you publish anything on social media you need to identify a goal. Your
goal should be brand and business-focused. Your goal is very important or it helps to identify
how social media is helpful for your business. Some business uses social media for
increasing website traffic or some other use social media for brand awareness
 
Now the question is which social media to be used. Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter,
YouTube, and Pinterest are the main social media platform one can use. But nowadays Tic-
Tok and Tumbler are also very popular. so when starting pick a suitable platform.
 
Now the question is what type of content is good? So, the answer is simple. The content that
is related to your brand or business or that is good for the audience. So always start with a
strategy like what kind of content you are going to share on social media.
 Lead generation ads

How to leverage Social Media Marketing
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SABKA MAALIK EK, words commonly spoken by the one who is popularly known by many
names to this date such as Shirdi wale sai baba, sai baba of Shirdi, Shirdi sai & many more,
was a god-like figure who lived his life as a saint or a mendicant dervish ( fakir in Hindi ).
There are insurmountable sai baba stories & below is a slight view of one of the aspects of
the story of sai baba.

In 1858, Sai baba returned to Shirdi permanently & for about 5 odd years he took
accommodation under the Azadichrata Indica, known as NEEM TREE. Today, we are going to
learn about the same wonderous neem tree under which Sai baba spent most of his
meditated & spiritual life. Hence, he later came to be famous as Shirdi Sai baba. The most
surprising fact about Sai baba was that he was revered by both Hindus & Muslims. Thursday
is especially devoted to Sai baba & it is also known as Sai baba's day and people come for
Saibaba darshan. If believed so, offering him certain foodstuffs will give an individual relief
from all sins but they just don't provide the food to sai baba but they themselves consume it
too in order to get his blessings.

The villagers were utterly fond of baba & used to revere him no less than a god in human
form. They used to sing praises in the name of sai of Shirdi & even started to follow his
teachings dedicatedly. Once baba pointed toward a neem tree & asked the villagers to dig to
its roots. Without any ado, started to dig with a sense & hope to retrieve something. To their
astonishment, when they dug deeper they found a slab made out of stone, oil lamps glowing
without any oil & air beneath, which was impossible according to science.Shirdi sai baba
clarified to the shocked but yet surprised villagers that this was the exact place where his
guru had achieved Moksha.

The neem tree under which baba used to meditate & rest, had a branch bent in such a way
that used to provide shelter to baba from the scorching heat. Later on, when the Choultry ( a
resting place or caravansary for travelers, pilgrims or visitors to a site ) was built, baba used
to take rest there and from there he used to watch the neem tree and say, for so long you
have provided me shade & let me rest under you which helped me relieve of my exhaustion,
i'm grateful, be sweet forever. Till today, the leaves of only this branch are sweet in taste &
all the other leaves from other branches are bitter. 

The magnificence of this tree is such that once in the 1900s after baba had moved to the
mosque, construction work was hampered due to this very long branch of the neem tree.
With shaky legs & hindered voices, the villagers approached baba for his advice, to which
baba said cut off how much ever you think is interfering with the construction. Despite
baba's instruction not a single soul could muster up the courage & dare to harm the neem
tree. Eventually baba himself had to climb up & chop off the branch. People in shirdi
considered this incident as a miracle of sai baba.

A Shloka (verse) which constitutes a part of the “Sri Sainath Mahima Stotram”, and is sung
twice daily in Shirdi as part of the Madhyaya & Dhoop Aartiis.

Earlier it was kindled every day by embers brought from the main Dhuni at the mosque, now
done only on Thursdays & Fridays.
Shirdi Sai Baba said that whoever lights incense and cleans here on Thursdays and Fridays
would be blessed.

Shirdi Sai Baba- the Miraculous Azadichrata Indica
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Well, there is no need to explain that toys are the most popular items among children. And
we all played with toys in our childhood as well. Children love toys so much and not only do
they play with them but also learn something from them. These toys engage the children
within themselves, encourage their senses, spark their imaginations and grow their mindset
as well.

TOY MARKET IN INDIA:
In India, the toy industry is growing rapidly and expanding year by year. As per the statistics,
the industry has surged to around $400 million and the market has grown up by only 0.5%
but statically is going to grow by 15%. Starting with our Prime minister's call to the industry
in his "Maan Ki Baat" address last year to be "Atmanirbhar" which is handmade and self-
dependent in toys and to become a global hub for the toy market.

The Prime Minister has asked the people of the toy industry to be "Vocal for Local" and focus
on the development of a game-based and toy-based industry citing that we are importing
most of the toys in our country resulting in an outflow of foreign exchange which is worth
crores of rupees.

In the year 2021, the Virtual India toy fair was organized with more than 1000's exhibitions of
toys and games and the main aim was to promote different innovative ideas and raise
awareness about this market, and increase India's share of the global market which is
estimated to be $90 billion. The vision of the exhibition was to improve the quality of toys
and also to check the standards of toys which were imported into India.

TOP-TOY MANUFACTURING STATES:

Currently, Khelani India is around major cities like Chennai, Ahmedabad, Banglore, Pune, and
Hyderabad which are promoting small toy manufacturers. Children in India accompany their
parents and have a direct influence on buying decisions. Advertising on T.V. also influences
them to buy games and toys. The popular categories like electronics toys, construction
building toys, and Stuffed toys followed by Dolls, sports, and outdoor play toys.

TYPES OF TOY BUSINESS IDEAS:-
1.  Electronic Toy Making:- The electronic toy market in India is largely import oriented.
Items like electronic remote control cars and toys are likely to be popular as they attract
more attention from children. The manufacturing of these toys is financially viable as per
the revenue-earning model due to the import of the items. You can make electronic toy-
making profitable just by setting up a toy manufacturing unit in India.
 
2.  Educational Toy Selling: - Babies are eager to learn more and they learn the most from the
things they are surrounded with. The toys and games they play teach them about color,
shape, and texture and provide a learning experience for them. The demand for educational
toys is growing day by day. You can sell them from a retail store or you can start a small
store with a comparatively small amount of investment.

3.  Online Toy Library:- This is one of the hottest trends which is running in the market. With
the recent technological advancement, you can start a small store with a small investment
as the parents prefer the rental purchase rather than owning it. You can also sell online
games, CDs, DVDs, etc.

BOOMING TOY MARKET IN INDIA
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US Dollar

Euro

Russian Ruble 

Japanese Yen

Swiss Franc

The last few days have witnessed tensions between Russia and Ukraine, which profoundly
affected the financial markets. The forex market, too, has seen significant drops in the last
couple of days. Major currencies like the US dollar, Euro and Russian currency Ruble have
been the most impacted. Our article will go in-depth about the impact on the forex market
due to the Russia-Ukraine crisis. 

Effect on major forex currencies 

The USD has witnessed its all-time high in the last two years ever since the Russia-Ukraine
crisis took place, as most forex investors increased their demand for the currency as a safe
haven asset. The index rose by around 0.9% and witnessed its highest daily percentage gain
after March 2020. Once new sanctions against Russia were announced, the USD dropped a
little but still remained at an overall high. 

EUR has also dropped to its lowest price level since June 2020 amidst the crisis. It is trading
at 0.1% lower against the USD and has hit a low of $1.10. The main reason behind the EUR
falling is the growing developments and tensions in Ukraine and earnings being affected due
to the same.  

The Russian currency, RUB, has recorded a new low ever since the crisis and weakened by
around 4.5%. When compared with the USD, the currency has dropped approximately 29% in
the last week of February. The primary reason behind the exchange rate depreciation was
the economic sanctions that have led to restrictions on Russian companies from rolling over
their debt and exchanging their currency for other foreign currencies to meet their principal
and interest payment obligations. 

The JPY is also being considered a safe haven asset amidst the Russia-Ukraine crisis as
more and more investors have been eyeing the currency. It has witnessed its three-week
high in the last week of February and is trading around 0.2$ higher when compared to the
USD at $114.50. 

The CHF has reached its two-week high since the crisis outbreak as investors are
considering this currency pair as a safe haven, as well. This is because the trade relations
between Switzerland and Russia are not that strong, so the crisis will not impact the
currency negatively. 

Both Russia and Ukraine are one of the most minor trading partners of Switzerland. As
Switzerland mainly trades with countries in the EU and Asia, the currency is witnessing a
positive outlook of late. 
How is the Russian forex sell-off going to impact the global markets?

How the Russia-Ukraine crisis is impacting the
forex market
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Incorporate piggy banks as an essential in your child’s life: Teach your children to save
the leftover money in a piggy bank whenever they make a purchase. This will put them in
the habit of saving money which they will be able to use when needed. This also ensures
that your child understands that it is not always required to spend all the money that
they have, at one time. It is essential for them to understand that they should only spend
the amount which is duly needed and save the rest for later.
Set a monthly budget after discussing with your child: Discuss with your child the
amount they will require on a monthly basis. Instead of calling it ‘pocket money’, call it
the ‘monthly budget’, to give your child a feeling of responsibility. Make sure to make
your child understand that they cannot go beyond the monthly budget and every penny
saved, will be every penny earned.
Keep ‘Saving Rewards’: Encourage saving through a reward system with your child. Let
your child know that if they manage to save a good proportion of money every month,
they will get a surprise gift from you. The excitement of getting a surprise gift will
motivate the child to spend wisely and save as much as they can. The higher the saving,
the bigger the gift!

Children, as they grow up, have unending demands. One day, they like a new toy in the
market and the other, they want that trendy outfit. However, we, as parents need to ensure
that we create a balance between spending and saving. After all, the money we save today
by rounding up their expenses will benefit them in the future.

It is like a game you play with your child, round up their expenses today, save for their
tomorrow. Here are a few ways to do this –

1.

2.

3.

These 3 methods can be used to round up your child’s expenses to save for them. This will
not only teach the kid the importance of saving but will also help them realise the value of
money. It will ensure that the child chooses their spending intelligently and does not
overspend at any point in time. The saving will also help them invest in something big, that
they genuinely need; for example, the latest play station or a newly launched makeup box.
Buying something on their own out of their savings will give them a sense of achievement
and entitlement!

A game you play with your child
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